Undiscovered Hidden Truths in the Existence(universe) SOHEIL HARBI, None — Anything, to exist and to come into being, respectively, needs into constituent particles and transformer or own transformers, which even Space itself, whose most obvious(The most visible)sign is its blackness, is also subject to this law and these constituent particles They themselves also need their constituent particles to exist, which is why particle formation lasts forever, so When there is something, it is itself a constituent particle and causes larger particles to from and Within each constituent particle, there is an infinite number of constituent particles, which are constantly changing and transforming. Then existence(universe)is infinite(full and no vacancies)and has no starting spot(creation), because if it has,it means that the spot is created from nothing(empty), that it is not possible for this to happen. When existence Has no starting spot, so it does not exist at all and has not come into being to wit existence is zero(empty,without color,energy,time,place,etc).Now, an important question arises, which is: how existence, although it does not exist and has not come into being, but there is? The most logical answer to this question is: whatever exists, exist in our minds, opinions, and visions, in fact the only thing that exists is non-existence or zero and empty.